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 Abstract 

Removing objects that are noise is an important goal of data cleaning as noise hinders most types of data analysis. Most existing 
data cleaning methods focus on removing noise that is the product of low-level data errors that result from an imperfect data 
collection process, but data objects that are irrelevant or only weakly relevant can also significantly hinder data analysis. Thus, if 
the goal is to enhance the data analysis as much as possible, these objects should also be considered as noise, at least with respect 
to the underlying analysis. Consequently, there is a need for data cleaning techniques that remove both types of noise. Because 
data sets can contain large amounts of noise, these techniques also need to be able to discard a potentially large fraction of the 
data. This paper explores a new technique called HCleaner which is a outlier detection technique. This technique is evaluated in 
terms of their impact on the subsequent data analysis, specifically, clustering and association analysis. Our experimental results 
show that all of this method can provide better clustering performance and higher quality association patterns as the amount of 
noise being removed increases, although HCleaner generally leads to better clustering performance and higher quality 

associations than the other three methods for binary data. 
 

1. Introduction 

Noise is “irrelevant or meaningless data” [1]. For most existing data cleaning methods, the focus is on the 
detection and removal of noise (low-level data errors) that is the result of an imperfect data collection process. The 
need to address this type of noise is clear as it is detrimental to almost any kind of data analysis. However, ordinary 
data objects that are irrelevant or only weakly relevant to a particular data analysis can also significantly hinder the 
data analysis and, thus, these objects should also be considered as noise, at least in the context of a specific analysis. 
For instance, in document data sets that consist of news stories, there are many stories that are only weakly related to 
the other news stories. If the goal is to use clustering to find the strong topics in a set of documents, then the analysis 
will suffer unless irrelevant and weakly relevant documents can be eliminated. Consequently, there is a need for data 
cleaning techniques that remove both types of noise. 
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In some cases, the amount of noise in a data set is relatively small. For example, it has been claimed that 
field error rates for business are typically around 5 percent or less if an organization specifically takes measures to 
avoid data errors [2], [3]. However, in other cases, the amount of noise can be large. For example, a significant 
number of false-positive protein interactions are present in current experimental data for protein complexes. Gavin 
et al. [4] estimate that more than 30 percent of the protein interactions they detect may be spurious, as inferred from 
duplicate analyses of 13 purified protein complexes. Although this is an example of a data set that has a large 
amount of noise due to data collection errors, the amount of noise due to irrelevant data objects can also be large. 
Examples include the document data sets mentioned earlier [5] and Web data [6], [7]. Therefore, data cleaning 
techniques for the enhancement of data analysis also need to be able to discard a potentially large fraction of the 
data. The existing technique which is clustering based data cleaner (Ccleaner). More generally, we could exploit any 
outlier detection approach that assigns each point a value that measures the degree to which it is an outlier. 

 
The other technique, which is a new method that we are proposing, HCleaner, is a hyperclique-based data 

cleaner. HCleaner is based on the concept of hyperclique patterns [8] which consist of objects that are strongly 
similar to each other. In particular, every pair of objects within a hyperclique pattern is guaranteed to have a cosine 
similarity above a certain level. The cosine similarity measure is also known as the uncentered Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient, a measure of association that describes the strength or magnitude of a relationship between two objects. 
HCleaner filters out all objects that do not appear in any hyperclique pattern. In this paper, we evaluate data cleaning 
in terms of its effect on two unsupervised data mining analysis techniques: clustering and association analysis 
    
Our experimental results show that using HCleaner generally leads to better performance as compared to the outlier-
based data cleaning alternatives. These other techniques sometimes performed as well or slightly better, but their 
performance was not as consistent. For instance, the clustering-based technique had good performance only when 
the number of clusters specified matched the actual number of classes in the data. However, this limitation 

significantly restricts the usefulness of this method. 
 
1.1 Overview 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss how to exploit existing outlier 
detection algorithm for noise removal, while in Section 3, we present our hyperclique-based data cleaning method 
approach Section 4 presents the experimental results. Section 5 gives our conclusions and indicates possibilities for 
future work. 

 
 

2. Clustering-Based Outlier Detection Methods for Noise Removal 
 

Clustering algorithms can detect outliers as a by-product of the clustering process. For instance, Portnoy et 
al. [8] treat small clusters, which are far away from other major clusters, as sets of outliers. In other words, all 
objects in such clusters are treated as noise. This method is sensitive to the choice of clustering algorithms and has 
difficulties in deciding which clusters should be classified as outliers. Another approach, used in [9] and [10], is 
based on the following hypothesis: Once the data has been clustered, noise objects are the ones that are farthest from 
their corresponding cluster centroids. In this paper, we will explore a clustering based data cleaner (CCleaner) that is 
based on this approach. 
     

Algorithm 1(Fig. 1) shows the pseudocode of our implementation of the clustering-based noise removal 
method. In our algorithm, data is clustered using a K-means algorithm available in the CLUTO [11] clustering 
package, and the cosine similarity (distance) of each object from its corresponding cluster centroid is recorded. The 
top	є% objects obtained after sorting these objects in ascending (descending) order with respect to this similarity 
(distance) constitute the noise objects in the data. The overall complexity of the algorithm is the same as that of an 
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execution of K-means and then a linear scan of the data, i.e., O(kn), where k is the number of clusters and n is the 
number of points. 
       

An important issue for CCleaner and other clustering based approaches is how to choose the number of 
clusters. If there is only one cluster, then the cluster-based approach becomes very similar to the distance-based 
approach described earlier. 

 

 

fig1: A cluster-based noise removal algorithm. 
 

On the other hand, if every object is a separate cluster, then the cluster-based approach degenerates to the 
process of randomly selecting objects as outliers. Our experimental results in Section 5 show that CCleaner performs 
well only when the number of clusters is close to the “actual” number of clusters (classes) in the data set. However, 
this limitation significantly restricts the usefulness of this method. 

 

    
3. HCleaner: a hyperclique-based data cleaner 
 

In this section, we propose a hyperclique-based data cleaner (HCleaner). The key idea behind this method 
is the use of hyperclique patterns [12] as a filter to eliminate data objects that are not tightly connected to other data 
objects in the data set. A hyperclique pattern is a new type of association pattern that contains objects that are highly 
affiliated with each other; that is, every pair of objects within a pattern is guaranteed to have a cosine similarity 
(uncentered Pearson’s correlation coefficient) above a certain level. If an object is not part of any hyperclique 
pattern, then it is likely to be relatively unrelated to other objects and, thus, potentially a noise object. 
 
3.1 Hyperclique Pattern Discovery 
    

We describe the concepts of hyperclique patterns after first introducing the concept on which it is based: 
the association rule [13]. 
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  Association Rules. Let I= {i1; i2; . . . ; in} be a set of items and T = {t1; t2; . . . ; tI} be the set of market 

basket transactions, where each transaction ti (for 1 ≤ I ≥ l) is a set of items and ti I. A pattern (item set) is a set 

of items of items X  I, and the support of X, supp(X), is the fraction of transactions containing X. For example, in 
Table 1, the support of the pattern {i3; i4} is 3/5 =60%, since three transactions (t2,t3,t4) contain both i3 and i4. A 
pattern is a frequent pattern if the support of this pattern is above a user-specified support threshold. An association 
rule is of the form X �Y , and is interpreted to mean that the presence of pattern X implies the presence of pattern 

Y in the same transaction, where X I,Y I, and X Y =  The confidence of the association rule X�Y is 
written as conf(X�Y) and is defined as  Conf (X �Y) =supp(X Y) = supp(X).  
 

TABLE 1: A Sample Transaction Data Set 
  

 
 
For instance, for transaction data shown in Table 1, the confidence of the association rule {i3}� {i4} is 

 
 
3.1.1 Hyperclique Patterns. 
 

Unlike frequent patterns, a hyperclique pattern contains items that are strongly correlated with each other. 
Indeed, the presence of an item in one transaction strongly implies the presence of every other item that belongs to 
the same hyperclique pattern. The h-confidence measure is specifically designed to capture the strength of this 
association. 
Definition 1. The h-confidence o f a pattern X = {i1; i2; ….; im}, denoted as hconf(X), is a measure that reflects the 
overall affinity among items within the pattern. This measure is defined as: 

 
Where conf is the confidence of association rule as given above 
                        
Example 1. Let us consider a pattern X = {i2; i3; i4}. We have Supp{i2}=80%, supp{i3}=80%,  supp{i4}= 60%, 
and supp{i2; i3; i4}= 40%. Then, 
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Definition2. A pattern X is a hyperclique pattern if Hconf(X) ≥ hc, where hc is a user-specified minimum h-
confidence threshold. 
 
3.2 Hyperclique-Based Data Cleaner (HCleaner) 
 

In this section, we introduce the hyperclique-based data cleaner (HCleaner). The basic idea of HCleaner 
can be summarized as follows: Find all hyperclique patterns (for a given support and h-confidence threshold) and 
eliminate any objects that are not a part of any hyperclique pattern. The set of hyperclique patterns for any data set 
depends up on the value of support and h-confidence thresholds. Wherever possible, we set the support threshold to 
be zero and employ the h-confidence threshold to control the number of objects that are designated as noise. In some 
data sets, however, setting the support threshold to zero leads to an explosion in the number of hyperclique patterns. 
For this reason, we use a low support threshold that is high enough to reduce the number of hyperclique patterns to a 
manageable level. 

 
Algorithm 2 (Fig. 2) shows the pseudo code of our implementation of HCleaner. This algorithm works as 

follows: We first derive all size-3 hyperclique patterns at a given h-confidence threshold hc from the transaction set 
T0, where T0 is the transpose of the original transaction data T, since we are interested in clustering objects instead 
of attributes. The noise objects are simply those which are not a member of any of these hyperclique patterns. In 
other words, for any identified noise object, we cannot find two other objects which have pairwise cosine similarity 
with this object above the h-confidence threshold, hc.  Indeed, the h-confidence threshold specifies the fraction of 
noise data objects. If we fix the support threshold, a higher h-confidence threshold means that more objects will be 
labeled as noise. Therefore, the noise percentage increases as the h-confidence threshold increases. 
       

In the algorithm, we deliberately selected only size-3 hyperclique patterns. Our rationale for this choice is 
as follows: For most data sets, there is usually a very large number of size-2 hyperclique patterns. Even a noise 
object can easily have a strong correlation with another object. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Algorithm 2: A Hyperclique-based date cleaner (HCleaner) algorithm. 
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            Hence, size-2 hyperclique patterns may contain spurious pairwise connections. Instead, we use size-3 
hyperclique patterns to help ensure that the connection between objects is not spurious. Indeed, if an object appears 
in a size-3 hyperclique pattern, it means that there are at least two other objects which have a guaranteed pairwise 
similarity with this object. In addition, there tend to be very few hyperclique patterns with more than three objects 
unless the h-confidence threshold is very low, but a low h-confidence threshold may not capture strongly related 
objects.  

 

4. Experimental results 
 

We conducted an experimental study to compare HCleaner, CCleaner, and the two previously discussed 
noise removal techniques that we derived from the LOF and distance based outlier detection algorithms. 
Specifically, we used these four techniques to remove increasing amounts of noise from the data and then applied 
clustering and association analysis to the cleaned data. These results were evaluated by measuring the entropy and 
the F-measure of the resulting clusters and the median of the IS of the resulting association patterns. 

  
Figs. 3a and 3b show the median of the IS of the resulting association patterns for the WEST5 and ADS 

data sets. For the WEST5 data set, we observe that HCleaner provides the best association results compared to other 

noise removal techniques when the percentage of noise objects is above 25 percent. Slightly better results can be 

observed for the ADS data set. In this case, HCleaner provides the best performance for all ranges of noise 
percentages considered. 

 

 
Fig. 3. The impact of noise removal on the results of association analysis for WEST5 and ADS in terms of the IS 

measure. (a) The WEST5 document data set. (b) The ADS document data set. 
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5. Conclusion 
 

The goal of the work presented in this paper is to boost the quality of data analysis, and capture the 
underling patterns in the data by reducing the effect of noise at the data analysis stage. This may be noise due to 
imperfections in the data collection process or noise that consists of irrelevant or weakly relevant data objects. Our 
focus was on data sets with a very high level of noise. 
 

We provided a framework for evaluating the effectiveness of noise removal techniques for enhancing data 
analysis that is based on the hypothesis that better noise removal yields better data analysis. Our study was restricted 
to unsupervised data mining techniques at the data analysis stage. 

 
We proposed a hyperclique-based data cleaner (HCleaner). As demonstrated by our experimental results, 

HCleaner tends to have better noise removal capabilities than the outlier-based approaches. Although CCleaner and 
LOF had good performance in some situations, their performance was not as consistent. In addition, HCleaner has a 
superior capability for generating higher quality association patterns. 
 

There are several directions for future work. First, given that HCleaner, CCleaner, and the LOF-based 
method were each the best in different situations, it could be useful to consider a voting scheme that combines these 
three techniques. Also, we would like to investigate the impact of these noise removal techniques on classification 
performance. 
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